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Abstract 

A one‐pot reaction between Cu(BF4)2·xH2O and 4‐mercaptobenzoic acid in acetone or 

methanol gives rise to the formation of lamellar microcrystals of two Cu(I)‐thiophenolate‐

based coordination polymers (CPs) with the formulas [CuCT] n (1) (CT = 4‐carboxy‐

thiophenolate) and [CuMCT]n (2) (MCT = 4‐methoxycarbonyl‐thiophenolate). 

Both 1 and 2show a reversible luminescent thermochromic behavior upon cooling, changing 

their color from pale yellow to green to orange in the case of 1, and from pale orange to 

green in the case of 2. It is shown that the lamellar character of these crystals, which exhibit 

micrometer lateral dimensions and sub‐micrometer/nanometer thicknesses, allows 

processing them with an organic polymer such as polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) to form 

thermochromic 1@PVDF and 2@PVDF thin films. These thermal stimuli‐responsive thin 

films are freestanding, free of macroscopic defects, and robust under mechanical bending 

stress, opening up the possibility to use them in, for example, 2D imaging sensor films. 

 

Introduction 

Luminescent films are very important for a wide variety of displays and optoelectronic 

devices, including light‐emitting diodes, solar cells, photodetectors, flat‐panel displays, and 

chemo/biosensors.[1] Among the luminescent materials, those exhibiting thermochromism 

are particularly attractive because of their potential use as temperature sensors.[2] A 

particular type of thermochromic materials is the family of d10 transition metals complexes, 

due to the presence of metal–metal interactions with a closed‐shell configuration. In these 

complexes, changes in color can be originated from an important shift of an emission band 

or the presence of two or more emission bands whose intensities fluctuate with 

temperature.[3] In this context, coordination polymers (CPs) bearing closed‐shell 

d10transition metals have recently been proposed as an alternative strategy to expand the 

variety of thermochromic materials.[4] In particular, those CPs based on Cu(I) seem to be 

appropriate because of their wide structural variety combined with brightly luminescence 



emission varying from blue to red light.[5] A specific type of robust CPs is built up from 

thiolates,[6] which those made of Cu(I), [Cu(SR)]n (SR = thiolate), which have recently 

shown interesting electrical and/or optical properties.[7] However, examples of Cu(I)‐CPs 

based on thiolate ligands with thermochromic properties are still very scarce.[8] 

In addition, due to these special luminescence features and the increasing practical demand, 

efforts continue to expand industrial applications and the processing path of 

luminescent/thermochromic CPs. Particularly, the preparation of CPs as thin films is an area 

that has only recently been started but which can be relevant for many practical applications 

including chemical sensors, catalysis, and membranes.[1, 9] CP thin films are expected to 

show some distinctive and eye‐catching properties for the fabricated luminophores. Despite 

composite fabrication of CPs–organic hybrids is known,[10] integrating functional CPs as 

thin films is still very limited mainly due to their limited processability.[11] Very recently, for 

example, the integration of CPs within organic polymeric matrices has been achieved using 

colloidal 2D nanosheets of CPs, opening up an elegant route for making CP thin films that 

show improved gas separation properties.[12] 

Following our research interest in the preparation of CPs based on organosulfur ligands and 

d10 metals ions,[13] herein we show that the direct synthesis between Cu(BF4)2·xH2O and 4‐

mercaptobenzoic acid (4‐mba) in different organic solvents gives rise to the formation of two 

thermochromic CPs in the form of crystals with micrometer‐size lateral dimensions and sub‐

micro‐/nanometer thicknesses. The emission properties of these 2D CP crystals and their 

integration with polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) to form highly homogeneous composite 

thermochromic thin films have been studied. Theoretical calculations have been used in 

order to rationalize their emission. 

Results and Discussion 

Synthesis and Structural Characterization 

Polycrystalline powder of [CuCT]n (1) was synthesized by a solvothermal reaction between 

Cu(BF4)2·xH2O and 4‐mba (1:2) in acetone (Scheme 1). Note here that the synthesis of 1, as 

micropowder, was also reported by refluxing Cu2O and 4‐mba in ethanol.[7] By replacing 

acetone by MeOH as the reaction media, we found the formation of polycrystalline 

[CuMCT]n(2) due to the in situ esterification of the carboxylic group of 4‐mba (Figures S1 

and S2, Supporting Information). This esterification was confirmed by elemental analysis and 

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (Figures S3 and S4, Supporting Information). 

The carbonyl stretching frequency of 2 showed a shift to a higher energy (1720 cm−1) 

compared to the corresponding signal of the carboxyl group observed in 1 (1682 cm−1). This 

in situ esterification was further corroborated by isolating the diester of the oxidized form of 

4‐mba, bis‐p‐methoxycarbonyl‐phenyl disulfide [p‐(CO2Me)PhS]2, as a by‐product of this 

reaction (Table S1, Supporting Information). In fact, an analogous transition‐metal‐catalyzed 

esterification reaction[14] under solvothermal conditions of the isonicotinic acid in the 

presence of CuI in EtOH as solvent was also recently reported by us.[15] 



 

Scheme 1. Solvothermal reactions between Cu(BF4)2·xH2O and 4‐mercaptobenzoic acid (4‐mba) at 

120 °C for 48 h in acetone and methanol to produce 1 and 2, respectively. 

 

Replacement of acetone by dimethylformamide (DMF) in the reaction of 1 allowed isolating 

crystals suitable for single‐crystal X‐ray analysis (Table S2, Supporting Information). 

Similarly, the solvothermal reaction (140 °C/20 h) between Cu(BF4)2·xH2O and (p‐
(CO2Me)PhS)2 (1:1) in DMF led to the formation of crystals of 2 by in situ cleavage of S S 

bond in (p‐(CO2Me)PhS)2(Table S2, Supporting Information). 

1 and 2 are almost isostructural to previously reported compound [CuHT]n[7] (HT = 4‐

hydroxy‐thiophenolate). They consists of layers based on fused Cu3S3 rings with the copper 

atoms adopting a slightly distorted trigonal planar geometry with three μ3‐bridging S atoms of 

the thiolate ligands showing S Cu S bond angles in the range of 103°–130° 

(Figures 1and 2, Table 1). The Cu S distances are in the range of 2.24–2.30 Å, which are 

comparable with those of neutral polymeric homoleptic [Cu(SPh‐p‐X)]n (X = H, CH3, OCH3, 

NO2, OH) (2.24–2.35 Å).[7] These layers are completed by the functionalized phenyl 

moieties placed above and below the layer. However, the presence of different functional 

groups in the phenyl ring induces significant modifications in the Cu3S3 rings conformation 

(half‐chair for 1 vs twist‐boat for 2), the thickness of the inorganic core of the 2D sheet 

(2.037 vs 2.163 Å), the dihedral angle between the phenyl rings inside the sheet (parallel vs 

50°), and the supramolecular interactions that held together the layers (hydrogen bonding vs 

weak van der Waals interactions). Note here that, although π–π stacking interactions are 

predominant in the packing of the layers in the analogous [CuHT]n, there is no experimental 

evidence of π–π stacking interactions between the phenyl rings in 1 and 2. Layers in 1 are 

connected through the well‐known complementary double hydrogen bond between adjacent 

carboxylic groups. On the other hand, esterification of the carboxylic residue in 2 precludes 

these interactions, meaning that layers are only sustained by means of weak van der Waals 

interactions. 

https://wol-prod-cdn.literatumonline.com/cms/attachment/3f661153-70be-4483-b539-0c8c02018c72/adfm201704040-fig-0008-m.jpg


 

Figure 1. Crystal structure of 1. Representations of a) crystal packing showing the complementary 

hydrogen bonding interactions (dashed lines); b) coordination mode of 4‐mba ligand; c) CuI‐S sheet; 

and d) Cu3S3 fused rings half‐chair conformation. 

 

Figure 2. Crystal structure of 2. Representations of a) crystal packing; b) coordination mode of 4‐

methoxycarbonyl‐thiophenolate ligand; c) CuI‐S sheet; and d) Cu3S3 fused rings twist‐boat 

conformation. 

https://wol-prod-cdn.literatumonline.com/cms/attachment/191932a7-d277-4793-b9d7-d3077542e569/adfm201704040-fig-0001-m.jpg
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Table 1. Selected structural parameters (Å,°) S Cu S bond angles and Cu S and Cu Cu distances 

and their average value for compounds 1 and 2 

 1a) 2a) 

Cu1-S1 2.3036(10) 2.2391(11) 

Cu1-S1i 2.2935(10) 2.2540(11) 

Cu1-S1ii 2.2413(10) 2.2739(10) 

S1-Cu1-S1i 103.69(3) 123.62(4) 

S1-Cu1-S1ii 129.82(4) 122.32(4) 

S1i-Cu1-S1ii 126.36(5) 113.94(4) 

Cu1⋅⋅⋅Cu1b) 2.997 3.305 

 3.512 3.485 

 3.897 3.960 

a) Symmetry codes: for compound 1: (i) −x+1, y−1/2, −z+3/2; (ii) −x+1/2, y−1/2, z; for 

compound 2: 110 K: (i) x−1, y, z; (ii) x−1/2, −y+1, z+1/2 

b) Six nearest Cu⋅⋅⋅Cu distances. 

Overall, the lamellar structures of 1 and 2 are rather unusual since with the exception of the 

already mentioned [CuHT]n, the only single crystals so far reported are a series of [Cu(p‐

SC6H4‐X)]n (X = CH3, H, CH3O, NO2)[7] showing extended ladder‐like [Cu-S] chains. In fact, 

the hexagonal bidimensional networks found in 1 and 2 based on Cu3S3 fused rings 

structurally resemble to a single layer of β‐phase antimony.[16] The crystal structures 

of 1 and 2 were also measured at 110 and 296 K in order to get some insight on the 

modification of the structural parameters, but only subtle changes were observed on the Cu-

S bond distances (≤0.01 Å), S-Cu-S angles (≤0.3°), and Cu⋅⋅⋅Cu distances (≤0.01 Å). 

The thermal stability of 1 and 2 was studied by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and 

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Both showed thermal stabilities higher than 300 °C 

(Figures S5 and S6, Supporting Information). 

Morphological Studies 

Field‐emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) analysis of polycrystalline 1 revealed 

the formation of well‐defined plate‐like crystals with hexagonal habit and average lateral 

dimensions of 13 ± 6 µm (Figure 3a,b). The side‐view image of some of these crystals 

showed that their thickness range from 100 nm to nearly 1 µm (Figure 2b, inset). In addition, 

as depicted in Figure S7 (Supporting Information), a higher magnification view confirmed the 

appearance of terraces on the crystal surface. 



 

Figure 3. FESEM morphological analysis for 1 and 2. a) Low‐magnification image of 1 microcrystals. 

b) View of an individual sheet of 1 and (inset) edge view of vertically oriented crystals. c) Low‐

magnification image of elongated plate‐like crystals of 2. d) Edge view of vertically oriented and 

folded 2 nanosheets, showing their flexibility. 

As in 1, FESEM images recorded for the polycrystalline form of 2 revealed the formation of 

aggregates of bidimensional crystals with lateral dimensions of 1–2 µm in width and 1–10 

µm in length (Figure 2c). Side view of some of these crystals showed that their thickness is 

40 ± 15 nm and that they could be folded meaning that they exhibit some flexibility 

(Figure 2d). In a similar manner, and as reported previously,[7] morphological 

characterization of [CuHT]n confirmed that it crystallizes as aggregated platy crystallites 

whose lateral dimensions are several micrometers in length with nanometer thickness 

(Figure S8, Supporting Information). Overall, since these CPs grow as 2D plate‐like crystals, 

it is feasible to imagine a strong correlation between the macroscopic laminar shape of the 

crystals and their 2D crystal structures. 

Switchable Luminescence Properties 

Copper(I) complexes with thiolate ligands are well‐known to present luminescence.[3, 17] 

Thus far, however, most of the investigations have focused on polynuclear compounds or 

clusters, formed by 2 to 6 Cu atoms, often with phosphines as coligands.[3, 18] To this end, 

we evaluated the solid‐state luminescence of the polymeric copper(I) thiolates 1, 2 and the 

previously described analogous [CuHT]n.[7] 

In the case of [CuHT]n, no emission upon UV excitation could be observed by naked eyes 

even under liquid nitrogen cooling. Emission spectrum of [CuHT]n at room temperature was 

very close to that of the corresponding free ligand, 4‐mercaptophenol (4‐mp), as shown in 

Figure S9 (Supporting Information). These emissions could be assigned to ligand centered 

charge transfer transitions of the thiophenolate ligand (π→π*). 

Interestingly, inspection under UV‐lamp of solid samples of 1 and 2 cooled to liquid nitrogen 

revealed a change in the color emission of 1, from pale yellow to green to orange, and a 

https://wol-prod-cdn.literatumonline.com/cms/attachment/e8862613-3458-4041-99f2-4c5dad85144c/adfm201704040-fig-0003-m.jpg


significant change in the color emission of 2, from pale orange to green, which was easily 

distinguished by the naked eye (Figures 4a and 5a). This thermochromism was reversible in 

both cases. To further investigate this thermochromic phenomenon, the temperature‐

dependent emissions of 1 and 2 together with the 4‐mba and 4‐mercaptometoxibenzoate (4‐
mmb) free ligands were measured to track their response to temperature. 

 

Figure 4. a) Representation showing the thermochromic behavior of 1 in the solid state under UV 

lamp excitation (λexc = 365 nm) at different temperatures. b) Temperature‐dependent luminescence 

spectra of 1 in the solid state from 300 K down to 200 K (λexc = 350 nm; ΔT = 20 K). c) Temperature‐
dependent luminescence spectra of 1 in the solid state to 200 K down to 80 K (λexc = 350 nm; ΔT = 20 

K). 

https://wol-prod-cdn.literatumonline.com/cms/attachment/fc6c4afb-39c2-41df-8cbf-cbf711e4ea43/adfm201704040-fig-0004-m.jpg


 

Figure 5. a) Representation showing the thermochromic behavior of 2 in the solid state under UV 

lamp excitation (λexc = 365 nm) at room temperature (left) and under liquid nitrogen (right). b) 

Temperature‐dependent luminescence spectra of 2 from 300 K down to 80 K in the solid state (λexc = 

350 nm; ΔT = 20 K). 

The emission spectrum of 1 upon excitation at 350 nm at room temperature (Figure S10, 

Supporting Information) showed two strong bands, one narrow at 485 nm and a wide one at 

523 nm. Additionally, weak bands at lower energies at 557 and 573 (sh) nm were observed. 

Upon cooling, the intensity of these bands increased (Figure 3b), reaching the higher 

intensity at 200 K where structured bands at 485 nm and broader, better‐resolved bands at 

514 (sh), 523, 557, and 573 (sh) nm were observed. From 200 to 80 K, the intensity of both 

bands slightly decreased, and a broadband centered at ≈650 nm was observed at 80 K 

(Figure 3c). The emission lifetimes were 0.34 ms at 280 K and 24 ms at 80 K for the high‐

energy band, and 1 ms for the low‐energy band at 80 K. 

The emission spectrum of 2 at room temperature (Figure S11, Supporting Information) 

displayed similar bands to that showed in 1, bands at 451 (sh), 465, and 529 nm, together 

with weak bands at 557 (sh) and 573 nm were observed. In addition, a very broadband at 

lower energy (629 nm) was registered. The emission spectrum of 2 revealed, upon cooling, 

a pattern very similar to 1 (Figure 4b). Thus, the intensity of the bands increases rapidly 

reaching the higher intensity at 80 K, where structured bands at 494, 530, and 570 nm were 

observed together with a broadband at 626 nm. Remarkably, the high‐energy emission band 

at 465 was red‐shifted to 494 nm at 80 K (Δλmax = 29 nm). The emission lifetimes for the 

high‐energy band were of 728 µs at 300 K and 32.8 ms at 80 K. 

We then compared the emission spectra of 1 and 2 with those of the free ligands, 4‐mba and 

4‐mmb, at variable temperature (Figures S12 and S13, Supporting Information). Upon 

cooling, 1 and 2 displayed similar vibronic structures to that found for 4‐mba and 4‐mmb. At 

room temperature, 1 exhibited a vibronic structure (Figure S10, Supporting Information). 

However, for 4‐mba free ligand, a broad spectrum deprived of vibronic bands was observed 

(Figure S12, Supporting Information). In case of 2 and 4‐mmb, at room temperature, the 

same vibronic structures were observed (Figures S11 and S13, Supporting Information). In 

both coordination polymers, the π‐system of the benzene ring is only slightly perturbed when 

https://wol-prod-cdn.literatumonline.com/cms/attachment/bfedddfb-1368-413f-be06-513906421ccd/adfm201704040-fig-0005-m.jpg


the coordination to copper take place, and a vibronic structure is observed. The difference 

between emission spectra of 1 and 4‐mba can be explained in terms of possible 

conformational changes of the carboxylic group ( COOH) when it is incorporated in the 

coordination polymer.[20] 

The long excited‐state lifetime observed for 1 and 2 suggested that the emission is most 

likely associated with a spin‐forbidden transition of triplet parentage, and that a ligand‐–metal 

charge transfer 3LMCT (S2−→Cu) excited state governs the spectra. The lifetime observed 

for the high‐energy band for 1 enhanced from 0.34 ms at 280 K to 24 ms at 80 K. In the case 

of 2, the lifetime observed for the similar band increased from 728 µs at 300 K µs to 32.8 ms 

at 80 K. These observations are consistent with a lower dissipative energy upon cooling, 

probably due to an increase of the medium rigidity. The weak bands centered at ≈650 and 

626 nm at 80 K for 1 and 2, respectively, could be tentatively assigned to a 

mixed 3LMCT/MC state.[18] 

In order to get a deeper insight into the reversible thermochromic behavior exhibited 

by 1and 2, single‐crystal X‐ray analyses were performed for both CPs at 110 K. These 

experiments showed, however, that no phase transition occurs upon cooling. The detailed 

crystal data, and selected bond lengths and bond angles of 1 and 2 at 110 and 296 K are 

collected in Tables S3 and S4 (Supporting Information). Although there are no significant 

changes in bond lengths and angles, we found a slight shrinkage of unit‐cell size from 

1331.27 Å3 (296 K) to 1327.6 Å3 (110 K) for 1 and from 396.70 Å3 (296 K) to 395.68 Å3 (110 

K) for 2. At 110 K, the lattice parameters b and c in 1 were shortened while the lattice 

parameter a was elongated. For 2, the lattice parameters a and c were shortened and the 

lattice parameter b was elongated. In this latter CP, a shortening of the CH3⋅⋅⋅O contact 

distances (≈0.02 Å) was observed at 110 K. 

The thermochromic behavior of 2 at 296 and 110 K, associated to the reduction of the unit‐

cell size, was also captured by the first‐principles density functional theory (DFT)‐based 

calculations of their many‐body excitation spectra (see the Supporting Information). For that 

purpose, we computed the oscillator strengths of the major transitions contributing to the 

excitation spectra at that wavelength range, resulting those corresponding to VB‐

1→CB/CB+1 transitions. The most important transitions corresponded to VB‐1→CB+1 (HE) 

and to VB‐1→CB (LE), with oscillator strength values of 0.1565 at 486.5 nm and 0.0838 a.u. 

at 571.1 nm for 2296 K (to be compared with the experimental values of 465 and 573 nm, 

respectively), and 0.0604 at 503 nm and 0.2159 a.u. at 570 nm for 2110 K (to be compared to 

the experimental values of 496 and 575 nm, respectively). Interestingly, although this 

temperature‐dependent structural change is not much significant, it has its reflection in a 

slight shift of around 16 nm of the HE band toward lower energies (to be compared with the 

experimental value of 29 nm). This shift may be explained as a direct consequence of the 

reduction observed in electronic gap from 2.3 to 2.1 eV passing from RT to 110 K conditions 

(Figure S14, Supporting Information). As expected, the band gaps obtained for 2 at RT and 

110 K correlate well with the excitation threshold and the beginning of the photoabsorption 

(Figure S15, Supporting Information), which starts at around 0.6 and 0.8 eV for 2296 K (gap: 

2.1 eV) and 2110 K (gap: 2.3 eV), respectively. It is also interesting to notice an increment in 

the oscillator strength in the HE band from RT to 110 K, as evidenced by the experimental 

data. From the calculations, no additional information could be extracted for the LE band, 

which remains located at the same energy with a weaker intensity for 2110 K. 

An analogous study was repeated for the crystal structures of 1 determined at RT and 110 K 

(1296 K and 1110 K). For both structures, the major transitions contributing to the excitation 

spectra at that wavelength range were those corresponding to the VB‐1/VB→CB transitions. 



In particular, the most important transitions in 1110 K were the VB‐1→CB and VB→CB, with 

oscillator strength values of 0.2263 a.u. at 453 nm and 0.1898 a.u. at 543 nm. Similarly, the 

most important transitions in 1296 K were again the VB‐1→CB and VB→CB, with oscillator 

strength values of 0.1765 a.u. at 459 nm and 0.1321 a.u. at 552 nm. Both computed major 

transitions observed for 1 at RT and 110 K seem to correspond to the structured band 

experimentally detected between 485 and 557 nm from 80 K up to around 200 K. However, 

for higher temperatures, a broadband at around 620 nm emerged in the experiment that our 

theoretical approximation was not able to capture, which may be associated to purely 

thermal effects inducing an electronic states broadening. Nevertheless, it is interesting to 

notice how the mentioned computed oscillator strengths substantially decreased from 1110 

Kto 1296 K, which is also noticeable in the experiment where the structured band vanishes at 

RT. Furthermore, similar to 2, the computed band gaps obtained for 1 at RT and 110 K 

(Figure S14, Supporting Information) also correlate with the excitation threshold and with the 

beginning of the computed photoabsorption spectra (Figure S15b, Supporting Information), 

which starts at around 0.9 and 1.1 eV for 1296 K (gap: 2.4 eV) and 2110 K (gap: 2.3 eV). It is 

interesting to notice that low‐temperature structures exhibit lower band gaps (Figure S14, 

Supporting Information) and lower excitation thresholds (Figure S15, Supporting 

Information), and that these excitation thresholds are lower for 2 than 1, thereby yielding 

lower gaps for both low and high‐temperature structures in 2. 

Additionally, given that the most important computed electronic transitions correspond to the 

VB, the CV, and states close to them, we have computed the valence and conduction band 

orbital electron 3D isodensities for the different compounds studied (Figure S16, Supporting 

Information) in order to check their spatial morphology. In this figure, it is possible to observe 

that the valence band for all the compounds is mostly located in the metallic chains with 

some minor contribution within the aromatic rings of the ligands, while the conduction band 

shows a substantial depletion in the metallic chain being mostly located in the ligands. 

Overall, comparison of the optical properties of 1 and 2 clearly indicated that the presence of 

substituents with different electronic properties in the para position of the phenyl ring has a 

clear influence in their emission spectra. This could be explained in accordance with the 

significant modifications observed in some of the structural parameters of the Cu3S3rings 

conformation (half‐chair for 1 vs twist‐boat for 2), the thickness of the inorganic core of the 

2D sheet (2.037 for 1 vs 2.163 Å for 2), the dihedral angle between the phenyl rings inside 

the sheet (parallel for 1 vs 50° for 2), and the supramolecular interactions that held together 

the layers (hydrogen bonding for 1 vs weak van der Waals interactions for 2). 

Composites Films 

Recently, it has been suggested that nanoscale plate‐like crystals of porous MOFs can be 

integrated into polymers in a more homogeneous way, allowing the fabrication of mixed 

matrix membranes with effective separation properties.[21] Following this idea, we 

considered that the plate‐like crystals of 1 and 2 could also be used for the fabrication of 

homogeneous thin films that exhibit reversible thermochromic responses. 

Figure 6a shows a schematic illustration of the process followed to fabricate these composite 

thin films. The preparation started with the dispersion of crystals of 1 or 2 in a DMF solution 

of polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF). This homogenous suspension was drop‐casted on a 

glass substrate and dried at 85 °C. After solvent removal, a homogeneous film was formed 

and detached from the substrate upon immersion in water. Figure 5b shows the 

resulting 1@PVDF and 2@PVDF thin films with a CP content of 50% (wt%). Notably, they 

were completely freestanding, free of macroscopic defects and robust under mechanical 

bending stress (Figure 5c). The cross‐section FESEM images of 1@PVDF and 2@PVDF 



revealed a film thickness of 75 and 35 µm, respectively (Figure 5d). This difference between 

both films could tentatively be explained by the smaller thickness and higher flexibility of 

crystals of 2, allowing better packing during the evaporation process and resulting in a higher 

densification of the composite film. 

 

Figure 6. a) Schematic diagram of the fabrication of CP@PVDF composites via drop casting. b) 

Picture of as‐prepared 1@PVDF and 2@PVDF thin films with 50% (wt%) of 1 and 2, respectively. c) 

Pictures of 1@PVDF and 2@PVDF thin films showing their flexibility. d) Cross‐section FESEM 

images of 1@PVDF and 2@PVDF thin films. e) XRPD patterns of 1@PVDF (left) and 2@PVDF 

(right) compared to the corresponding polycrystalline solids. f) SEM‐EDS elemental mapping images 

of the outward facing surfaces of 1@PVDF (left) and 2@PVDF (right), showing the homogeneous 

distribution of fluorine (green), sulfur (red), and copper (blue). 

The XRPD patterns confirmed that the crystallinity of both CPs was retained after the 

fabrication process (Figure 5e). Energy‐dispersive X‐ray spectrum (EDS) revealed that 

crystals of 1 and 2 are homogeneously distributed along the plane of the fabricated thin films 

(Figure 5f). However, detailed analysis of FESEM images showed a different distribution of 

CP crystals between the two sides of the films (Figure S17, Supporting Information). In them, 

the side against the glass substrate presented a higher PVDF content, whereas the other 

side was richer in crystals. This effect was already observed in the preparation of MOF‐
based mixed matrix membranes by drop casting.[21] 

To evaluate that the fabricated 1@PVDF and 2@PVDF films retained the thermochromic 

properties of 1 and 2, we examined them under UV irradiation (Figure 7). 

Remarkably, 1@PVDF exhibited thermochromism upon cooling down from 300 to 77 K, 

changing its color from to pale yellow (room temperature) to green (200 K) to orange (77 K) 

(Figure 6a). This thermochromic behavior was fully reversible upon warming, as illustrated in 

Figure 6b. Similarly, 2@PVDF also exhibited a marked reversible chromic response upon 

changing the temperature, switching from pale orange (room temperature) to green (77 K) 

(Figure 6c). The emission spectra of both films were registered at variable temperature. Both 

show similar thermochromic behavior than 1 and 2 (Figure S18, Supporting Information). 
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Figure 7. Illustration of the thermochromic behavior of 1@PVDF and 2@PVDF thin films. a) Solid‐
state emission of 1@PVDF under ambient light and UV lamp excitation (λexc = 365 nm) at different 

temperatures. b) Sequential pictures of 1@PVDF film during warming from 77 K to room temperature 

under UV lamp excitation (λexc = 365 nm). c) Solid‐state emission of 2@PVDF under ambient light and 

UV lamp excitation (λexc = 365 nm) at different temperatures. 

We have also analyzed the effect of reducing the amount of CP crystals on the optical 

properties of the composite films. To this end, we prepared 1@PVDF thin films with a CP 

content ranging from 50 to 9 wt% by following the same methodology. Characterization of 

the lower content composite film 1@PVDF (9 wt%) is shown in Figure S19 (Supporting 

Information). These films showed a thermochromic luminescent response similar 

to 1@PVDF (50 wt%), although the emission intensity decreases as the CP content 

diminishes. Besides, the transparency of the films increases with decreasing of the CP 

content as shown in Figure S20a (Supporting Information). Remarkably, the 

generated 1@PVDF film with a 9 wt% displayed a reasonable transparency (40–80%) in the 

visible range (Figure S20b, Supporting Information). In addition, it shows a satisfactory 

thermochromic luminescent response (Figure S19d, Supporting Information). 

Finally, we have evaluated the mechanical properties of the composite films by submitting 

the 1@PVDF and 2@PVDF films with a CP content of 9 and 50 wt% to tensile test (Figure 

S21, Supporting Information). Mechanical behavior is summarized in Figure S22 (Supporting 

Information). 1@PVDF and 2@PVDF at 9 wt% films show an almost negligible change in 

ultimate tensile strength and elastic modulus to that observed for naked PVDF (Figures S23 

and S24, Supporting Information),whereas both strength and modulus are significantly 

reduced for the films at 50 wt%. Additionally, Figure S25 (Supporting Information) shows that 

an increase of the amount of CPs in the composite films produces a decrease in the material 

ductility. However, the flexibility of the composite films is still remarkable. 

Conclusions 

Two new CPs based on Cu(I) and thiophenolate ligands with general formula [Cu(p‐

SPhCOO‐X)]n (X = H, 1 and Me, 2) have been synthesized by direct one‐pot reaction 

between Cu(BF4)2·xH2O and 4‐mba using different solvents. The so‐formed materials consist 

of 2D crystals of sub‐micro‐ (for 1) and nanometric (for 2) thicknesses, and large lateral 

dimensions, in the micrometer range. X‐ray diffraction studies on single crystals confirm 

that 1 and 2 display rather similar layered structures. 1 and 2 show reversible thermochromic 
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luminescence, with changes from pale yellow to green to orange and from pale orange to 

green for 1 and 2, respectively, upon cooling down to 77 K. Variable temperature 

experiments indicate that there is direct evidence that luminescent thermochromism of these 

compounds is caused by a higher rigidity and even a more efficient packing of the ligands, 

according to the decrease in volume of the unit cell observed at 110 K. 

Interestingly, the simple processability of 1 and 2 as plate‐like crystals and their high 

dispersibility in DMF enable their integration with PVDF to form homogeneous thin film 

composites retaining the reversible thermochromic response of these CPs and the 

mechanical properties of the PVDF matrix. Importantly, the transparency of the composite 

films can be tuned with the quantity of CP nanosheets while their mechanical behavior is 

only significantly affected upon high CP content, as previously reported for similar MOF 

composite films.[21] 

This simple fabrication procedure enables practical application as thermal stimuli‐responsive 

thin films potentially useful for electronic and optoelectronic devices, including light‐emitting 

diodes, solar cells, photodetectors, flat‐panel displays, and chemical and biological 

sensors.[1] 

Experimental Section 

Materials and Methods 

 All the reagents were purchased from Sigma‐Aldrich and used as received. FTIR spectra 

(KBr pellets) were recorded on a Perkin‐Elmer 1650 spectrophotometer. C, H, N, S 

elemental analyses were performed by the Microanalysis Service of the Universidad 

Autónoma de Madrid on a Perkin‐Elmer 240 B microanalyser. Powder X‐ray diffraction 

experiments were carried out on a Diffractometer PANalytical X'Pert PRO θ/2θ primary 

monochromator and detector with fast X'Celerator. The samples were analyzed with 

scanning θ/2θ. FESEM images were collected on a FEI Magellan 400L scanning electron 

microscope at an acceleration voltage of 2.0 kV and FEI Quanta 650F scanning electron 

microscope with EDX Inca 250 SSD XMax20 at an acceleration voltage of 20.0 kV, using 

aluminum as support. Steady‐state photoluminescence spectra were recorded on a Jobin‐

Yvon Horiba Fluorolog FL‐3‐11 spectrometer using band pathways of 3 nm for both 

excitation and emission. Phosphorescence lifetimes were recorded with an IBH 5000F 

coaxial nanosecond flashlamp. The lifetime data were fitted with the Jobin‐Yvon software 

package. Measurements at variable temperature were done with an Oxford Cryostat Optistat 

DN. The lifetime data were fitted using the Jobin‐Yvon IBH software DAS6 v6.1. 

Theoretical Methodology 

All the DFT‐based calculations were carried out by the accurate and efficient plane‐wave 

code QUANTUM ESPRESSO.22 Within this atomistic simulation package, the Kohn–Sham 

equations were solved using a periodic supercell geometry. The exchange‐correlation (XC) 

effects were accounted through the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) within the 

Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) parameterization.23 To model the ion–electron interaction 

in the H, C, O, S, and Cu atoms, Rabe Rappe Kaxiras Joannopoulos (RRKJ) ultrasoft 

pseudopotentials was used.24 The Brillouin zone (BZ) was sampled by means of a [6 × 6 × 

1] Monkhorst–Pack grid25 (where the Cartesian XY plane corresponds here to the laminar 

plane) for 1 and 2. The one‐electron wave‐functions were expanded in a basis of plane‐
waves with energy cutoffs of 400 and 500 eV for the kinetic energy and for the electronic 

density, respectively, which were adjusted to achieve sufficient accuracy to guarantee a full 

convergence in energy and density. For the computation of the many‐body excitation 



spectra, the aforementioned standard DFT formalism was used combined with many‐body 

perturbation theory via the quasi‐particle approximation GW correction26 to conventional 

DFT, combined with the Bethe–Salpeter equation (BSE)27 for the calculation of the 

excitation spectrum implemented within the YAMBO code.28 The BSE was solved for 

coupled electron–hole excitations, thereby accounting for the screened electron–hole 

attraction and the unscreened electron–hole exchange. 

X‐Ray Data Collection and Crystal Structure Determination 

The X‐ray diffraction data collections and structure determinations were done on a Bruker 

Kappa Apex II diffractometer using graphite‐monochromated Mo‐Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 

Å). The cell parameters were determined and refined by a least‐squares fit of all reflections. 

A semi‐empirical absorption correction (SADABS) was applied for all cases. All the 

structures were solved by direct methods using the SIR92 program29 and refined by full‐

matrix least‐squares on F2 including all reflections (SHELXL97).30 All calculations were 

performed using the WINGX crystallographic software package.31 All nonhydrogen atoms 

were refined anisotropically. The hydrogen atoms were included in their calculated positions 

and refined riding on the respective parent atoms. Relevant data acquisition and refinement 

parameters are gathered in Tables S1 and S2 (Supporting Information). 

Mechanical Testing 

The mechanical test of the samples were carry out in an Universal Testing Machine IBTH 

500 (SAE Ibertest) equipped with a 500 N load cell. The measurements of load and 

displacement were acquired using a crosshead speed of 0.5 mm min−1 and the stress–strain 

curves for each specimen were obtained. Three different measurements were carried out for 

each composite sample. The values shown in Table S5 and Figures S23–S25 (Supporting 

Information) correspond to an average of three measurements for each sample and the bars 

indicate the standard deviation. Specimens for tensile testing were prepared with composite 

films of 100 mm long, 25 mm wide, and 0.1 mm thick. In order to avoid the clamping jaws 

cause a damage in the samples, a VHB tape of 1 mm (3M) was used (Figure S21, 

Supporting Information). The length between tapes was 30 mm, as well as the initial 

separation between clamping jaws. 

Synthesis of [CuCT]n (1): A mixture of Cu(BF4)2·xH2O (0.118 g, 0.50 mmol) and 4‐
mercaptobenzoic acid (0.154 g, 1.00 mmol) in 20 mL of acetone was sealed in a 23 mL 

Teflon‐lined stainless steel autoclave. The reactor was heated at 120 °C for 48 h and then 

allowed to cool to room temperature. A pale yellow powder was obtained, washed with DMF 

and diethyl ether, and then dried in a vacuum line at 60 °C for 4 h (0.085 g, 78% yield based 

on Cu). Anal. calcd (%) for C7H5CuO2S: C, 38.79; H, 2.33; S, 14.80. Found (%): C, 38.95; H, 

2.46; S, 14.48. IR (KBr, cm−1): 2960 (w), 1682 (s), 1589 (m), 1560 (w), 1427 (m), 1394 (m), 

1290 (m), 1279 (m), 1128 (w), 1082 (w), 841 (w), 760 (m). Colorless plate crystals 

of 1 suitable for single‐crystal X‐ray diffraction were obtained following the procedure above‐
mentioned except that DMF (4 mL) was used as solvent and the reactor was cooled down to 

room temperature at a rate of 5 °C h−1. 

Synthesis of [CuMCT]n (2): 2 was synthesized by a method similar to that for 1, except that 

methanol (20 mL) was used as solvent. A yellow powder was obtained, washed with hot 

methanol, DMF, and diethyl ether, and then dried under vacuum at 60 °C for 4 h (0.085 g, 

74% yield based on Cu). Anal. calcd (%) for C8H7CuO2S: C, 41.64; H, 3.06; S, 13.89. Found 

(%): C, 41.67; H, 3.16; S, 13.78. IR (KBr, cm−1): 2950 (w), 1720 (s), 1589 (m), 1485 (w), 

1435 (m), 1392 (m), 1277 (s), 1180 (m), 1111 (s), 1011 (m), 825 (w), 752 (m), 683 (w). 



Bright yellow crystals of 2 suitable for single‐crystal X‐ray diffraction were obtained by mixing 

Cu(BF4)2·xH2O (0.024 g, 0.10 mmol) with bis‐p‐methoxycarbonyl‐phenyl disulfide (0.034 g, 

0.10 mmol) in 4 mL of DMF. The reactor was heated at 140 °C for 20 h and then slowly 

cooled down to room temperature at a rate of 4 °C h−1. 

Synthesis of (p‐(CO2Me)PhS)2: Bis‐p‐methoxycarbonyl‐phenyl disulfide was obtained as a 

subproduct during the synthesis of 2. In this synthesis, a white solid was obtained after the 

hot methanol washing solution was joined to the mother solution and the solvent was 

removed under reduced pressure. This solid was washed with diethyl ether and dried under 

vacuum (0.101 g, 60% yield based on 4‐mba). Recrystallization from diethyl ether afforded 

the product as white crystals suitable for X‐ray analysis. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD3OD): δ = 

7.97 (4H, m), δ = 7.64 (4H, s), δ = 3.90 (6H, s) ppm. IR (KBr, cm−1): 2997 (w), 2947 (w), 

1716 (s), 1589 (m), 1485 (w), 1435 (m), 1396 (m), 1277 (s), 1180 (m), 1107 (s), 1076 (m), 

1011 (m), 845 (w), 825 (w), 756 (m), 686 (w). 

Synthesis of 4‐Mercaptometoxibenzoate: 4‐Mercaptobenzoic acid (0.308 g, 2.00 mmol) 

was dissolved in 50 mL of methanol and 1 mL of hydrochloric acid (37%) was added. The 

mixture was refluxed overnight under stirring and then evaporated to dryness. The residue 

was washed with distilled water and recrystallized in diethyl ether (0.302 g, 90% yield). 1H 

NMR (300 MHz, (CD3)2SO): δ = 7.95 (2H, d), δ = 7.66 (2H, d), δ = 3.83 (3H, s) ppm. IR (KBr, 

cm−1): 2945 (w), 2574 (m), 1705 (s), 1589 (s), 1485 (w), 1431 (m), 1273 (s), 1177 (s), 1106 

(s), 1007 (m), 954 (w), 898 (m), 834 (m), 754 (s), 689 (m). 

Synthesis of [CuHT]n: For this synthesis, an analogous method to that reported previously 

was used,[7] with a soluble metal precursor. Thus, a mixture of Cu(BF4)2·xH2O (0.118 g, 

0.50 mmol) and 4‐mercaptophenol (0.127 g, 1.00 mmol) in 20 mL of ethanol was heated 

under reflux with stirring for 24 h under an argon atmosphere. The yellow precipitate was 

filtered off, washed with ethanol and diethyl ether, and then dried in a vacuum line at 60 °C 

for 4 h (0.053 g, 56% yield based on Cu). Anal. Calcd. (%) for C6H5CuOS: C, 38.19; H, 2.67; 

S, 16.99. Found (%): C, 38.03; H, 2.64; S, 17.00. IR (KBr, cm−1): 3395 (s),1651 (w), 1591 

(m), 1489 (s), 1432 (s), 1360 (m), 1253 (s), 1097 (w), 1012 (w), 820 (m), 802 (m), 638 (w), 

511 (m). 

Preparation of CP@PVDF Thin Films: CPs and PVDF were mixed in different proportions 

and were dispersed in DMF with sonication until total solution of the polymer. The resulting 

homogeneous suspension was casted on microscope slide and dried at 85 °C to remove the 

DMF. The resulting CP@PVDF films were delaminated via immersion in water and dried in 

air. 

[CCDC 1504677‐1504680 and 1520848 contain the supplementary crystallographic data for 

this paper. These data can be obtained free of charge from The Cambridge Crystallographic 

Data Centre via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif.] 
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